Lifeloc Launches New Pocket‐Sized Meth Scanning Device
To Help Law Enforcement Win the War On Drugs
November, 2010, Denver, Colorado ‐ Lifeloc Technologies (www.lifleoc.com), a leading manufacturer of
professional breath alcohol testers (breathalyzers) for use by law enforcement, corrections, DOT and
Workplace testing announced today the market preview and technology demonstration of the new
Pocket ID2 Meth Scanner at this years COPSWEST Expo in Ontario California.
The Pocket ID2 Meth Scanner detects and verifies trace amounts of Methamphetamine (“Meth”) down
to the low nanogram range. The new scanner was designed to help law enforcement agencies,
correctional facilities, border patrol and schools in their fight on the war against drugs. Studies by the
National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) have estimated Meth addiction is now the largest
illegal drug pandemic gripping the nation. Another report written by the RAND Corporation in 2005, 'The
Economic Cost of Methamphetamine Use in the United States’, estimated the cost of Meth abuse in the
US at $23.4 billion annually, imposing serious costs to the criminal justice system.
“The Pocket ID2 Meth Scanner screens for the presence of Meth without need for time consuming and
inconvenient chemical tests that require operator interpretation,” says Kelly Silverman, Lifeloc Product
Manager. “Screening results are instantaneous, non destructive to the sample and can be conducted
without touching or disturbing the surfaces scanned.” The new Pocket ID2 Meth Scanner is little bigger
than a smartphone allowing it to be carried and concealed easily. First shipments begin in January 2011.
“We’re pleased to be working with CDEX in the
commercialization and market development of this enormously
important detection technology,” said Barry Knott, President of
Lifeloc Technologies. “The Pocket ID2 Scanner is a significant
step forward in equipping law enforcement with the tools they
need to win the war on drugs.” Jeff Brumfield, CEO and
Chairman of the Board of CDEX Inc. (OTCBB: CEXI)
(www.cdexinc.com) commented, “We believe Lifeloc is a great
distribution partner and brings immediate access to agencies
across the U.S. and internationally.”
Visit us at the COPSWEST Expo, booth #1711, at the Ontario
Convention Center, Ontario, California, November 16 – 17,
2010.

About Lifeloc Technologies
For more than 25 years Lifeloc Technologies, Inc. has served the law enforcement, corrections and
Workplace communities as a leading global manufacturer of professional breath alcohol testers. Lifeloc
products, proudly manufactured and serviced in the USA, are recognized worldwide for their ease‐of‐
use, accuracy and reliability. To learn more about Lifeloc and the Pocket ID2 Scanner please visit
www.lifeloc.com or call us at 1‐800‐722‐4872.
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